Residual strain effects in needle-induced cavitation.
Needle-induced cavitation (NIC) locally probes the elastic and fracture properties of soft materials, such as gels and biological tissues. Current NIC protocols tend to overestimate properties when compared to traditional techniques. New NIC methods are needed in order to address this issue. NIC measurements consist of two distinct processes, namely (1) the needle insertion process and (2) the cavitation process. The cavitation process is hypothesized to be highly dependent on the initial needle insertion process due to the influence of residual strain below the needle. Retracting the needle before pressurization to a state in which a cylindrical, tube-like fracture is left below the needle tip is experimentally demonstrated to reduce the impact of residual strain on NIC. Verification of the critical cavitation pressure equation in this new geometry is necessary before implementing this retraction NIC protocol. Complementary modeling shows that the change in initial geometry has little effect on the critical cavitation pressure. Together, these measurements demonstrate that needle retraction is a viable experimental protocol for reducing the influence of residual strain, thus enabling the confident measurement of local elastic and fracture properties in soft gels and tissues.